Face detection is the first important step in many face image processing applications. Although a lot of work has been done on detecting frontal faces much less effort has been put into detecting faces with large image-plane or depth rotations. Most templates used in face detection are whole-face templates. However, such templates are ineffective for faces significantly rotated in depth. We propose to use half-face templates to detect faces with large depth rotations. Our experimental results show that half-face templates significantly outperform whole-face templates in detecting faces having large out-plane rotations and performs as well as whole-face templates in detecting frontal faces.
Introduction
Accurately detecting and locating faces in an image is the first step of face image processing applications, such as face recognition and facial expression recognition. It is difficult to detect and locate faces in general background because of insufficient a priori information and the variability of face appearance.
Current face detection methods can be categorized into image-based methods and feature-based methods. Imagebased methods use the intensity array as template to matching standardized candidate regions [1] [2] [3] . All the upright rectangular regions are exhaustively matched with the template after standardizing and neural networks are used to find the best match. Exhaustive search makes image-based methods very time-consuming and it is hard to generalize them to detect faces having large image plane or depth rotations. Feature-based methods first detect facial features using skin color, the specific patterrs of various facial features, and their relative positions. Candidate regions are limited to darker regions and high gradient regions. These methods are not only faster but also can adapt to large in-plane rotation. K.C. Yow and R. Cipolla [7] found facial features by edge detection and then verified candidate regions by the position relations of facial features. C. Lin and K.C. Fan [3] proposed to select candidate pixels by their intensity. Gray scale images are first transformed into binary images by thresholding and then 4-connected components are found as candidates of facial features. They used the ternary spatial relations of two eyes and mouth or eye, mouth and ear to define the candidate face region. The candidate regions are further tested using an evaluation function similar to a neural network.
Although high detection rates have been achieved when detecting frontal faces, the problem of detecting faces having large image-plane and depth rotations has not been satisfactorily addressed. Typically, when a face has a large depth rotation, roughly half of the face is occluded. Even for a frontal face image, if the image is captured even at a slight angle the left half and right half of the face will not by symmetric, affecting the correlation with the template. Thus, a whole-face template will be less effective in detecting faces having significant depth rotations. In this paper we propose using segmentation to detect faces having large image plane rotations and using half-face template to match faces having large depth rotations. The experimental results show that the half-face template is as efficient as whole-face template when detecting frontal faces, and is much more efficient in detecting faces having large depth rotations. Therefore, using half-face templates appears to be a promising method for detecting faces having large depth rotations.
The outline of the proposed method is introduced in Section 2, and in Section 3 we describe it in detail. Experimental results and discussions are given in Section 4, and Section 5 contains the conclusions.
Outline of the algorithm
The flowchart of the method is shown in Figure 1 . First, the location, orientation and size of the detected face are approximately estimated according to location, orientation, and size of the left eye or right eye. Then, the correlation coefficients of the left half-template and the right half-template with the tested area are calculated. The larger of the two is selected as the final correlation coefficient of the half template with the tested area. Finally, a threshold is used to reject non-face regions in the entire image.
Details of the algorithm

Finding candidate face regions
The process of estimating candidate face regions includes three steps:
Step 1. Transforming the image into binary image by intensity thresholding. In the binary image pixels whose intensities are less than a threshold T are 1 while the other pixels are 0. Since images are captured under different lighting conditions it is not possible to use a unique threshold for all images. Here we use an iterative procedure, i.e., we iteratively increase the threshold T from a min value to a max value by step ? t. For each value of the threshold we repeat steps 2 and 3 below.
Step 2. Find 4-connected components in the thresholded (binary) image and eliminate the components whose sizes are less than 15 pixels from further consideration since the dark area of an eye can not be very small. The remaining components are left or right eye candidates. Obviously, many such regions will not correspond to eyes, and they will be eliminated at Step 3.
Step 3. 
Figure 1: Flowchart of the face-detection algorithm
Elliptical regions with the major axis larger than a 1/3 of the image size are eliminated since the eye regions are unlikely to be very large. Since in non-frontal face views only part of the face is visible, we will match half-face templates to the candidate regions in order to detect faces having significant depth-rotations.
We use the parameters ( x , y ,a,b,? ) of the ellipses best approximating the candidate eye regions to compute the bounding boxes enclosing the candidate half-faces from which the eye regions were extracted. The half-face bounding box is aligned with the major and minor axes of the ellipse, and has dimensions proportional to the semiaxes of the eye ellipse, as indicated in Figure 2 .
The parameters (position, length, width, orientation) of the estimated half-face rectangles corresponding to left eye and right eye ellipses are shown in Figure 2 . The process of estimating the candidate half-face region is shown in Figure 3 . First, the image is thresholded (Figure 3a ) and the candidate eye regions are found (Figure 3b) . Then, the candidate half-face regions corresponding to the candidate eye regions are computed (Figure 3c ). Because it is very difficult to differentiate left and right eyes without the context of the original face each component is regarded as both a left eye and right eye. Therefore, two candidate half-face regions are computed for each eye region. 
Constructing face templates
We used the ORL face database to build half-face templates. We used faces having large image contrast and neutral expressions. All selected face images were aligned by the upper bound and corners of the eyes.
The ORL image-set mean left half-face and mean right half-face were stored as, respectively, left half-face and right half-face templates. The two half-face templates are shown in Figure 4 .
To compare the effectiveness of the half-face template approach to conventional whole-face template matching we used the ORL face database to construct a whole-face template (shown in Figure 4 ) using the same approach. 
Experimental results
In several computational experiments we compared the correlation coefficients of the half-face template and of the whole-face template with the detected face regions of faces of various orientations. Our results show ( Figure 6 ) that 99% of the correlation coefficients of the halftemplate with detected faces regions are larger than those of the whole-face template. The larger the depth rotation the more significant the advantage of the half-face template over the whole-face template becomes. As illustrated in Figure 5 , with increasing depth rotation, the correlation coefficient of the half-face template with the detected face region becomes progressively larger than the correlation coefficient of whole-face template with the detected face region.
In order to compare the correlation of the face templates with the detected face region and the correlation of the face template with the non-face regions 6800 landscape images are searched from the internet (see Figure 7) . The searched landscape images are divided into subimages of the same size as the face templates. The results are shown that the correlation coefficients of the face templates with the detected faces regions are significantly larger than the correlation coefficients of the face templates with the landscape images (see Figure  8 ). Thus demonstrates that the face templates are more correlated to the detected face regions.
Conclusions
From the experiment results we can see that the half face template is very effective in detecting faces having large depth rotations. It is a prominent method to solve the problem of detecting faces having large depth rotations. In order to sufficiently use the information provided by the images we use a large template instead of small templates. If the tested image is larger than the template it is scale down. Otherwise the template is scaled down to accommodate the tested image. The experiment results show it is better than using small template.
